SNOWGECOIN
A SNOWYPAPER / FLOOFYPAPER

I NTRODUCTION
SnowgeCoin was created as a deflationary meme currency on the BSC network, and
began as a fork of the SafeMoon1 project, following in the footsteps and naming
conventions of other meme currencies like DogeCoin and Hoge.finance2.
SnowgeCoin has been designed with a unique feature in mind – randomized transaction
fees. Whenever a user performs a transaction using SnowgeCoin, Snowge McFloofy the
Samoyed takes a bite out of it as a delicious fee, depending on how hungry he is!
Fees are charged based on the current block number, and will end up being either 2%,
4%, 6%, or 8% of the total transaction value. Half of the transaction fee will be added to
the BNB/SnowgeCoin liquidity pool on PancakeSwap, further increasing the value of
existing tokens, and the other half of the transaction fee will be redistributed to
SnowgeCoin holders.
These mechanics allow SnowgeCoin to act as a deflationary autostaking currency, where
the number of tokens in holder’s wallets and their theoretical value will increase after
every transaction. It encourages holding Snowge, as the amount of Snowge you own will
automatically grow over time. So remember – snowges are for snuggling, not for selling!
In order to have the best chance of buying SnowgeCoin, set the AMM slippage value to
9% – or try sneaking past our Samoyed guard dog. Good luck, and happy floofing!

1.
2.

SafeMoon details can be found on https://safemoon.xyz
Hoge.Finance details can be found on https://hoge.finance

Please visit our website at https://snowgecoin.xyz, follow us on Twitter (@SnowgeCoin), and join our Discord and Telegram groups!

L AUNCH D ETAILS
One billion tokens were minted as an initial supply, and the token will be launched by
adding initial liquidity to PancakeSwap that will immediately be burned. A pre-sale will
be active on DxSale, and will be advertised on both Discord and Twitter for launch in
order to provide launch liquidity.
The initial pre-sale offering will be for purchases of 1,000,000 SNOWGE tokens for 0.1
BNB apiece (no more, no less) as the presale price, capped to one wallet address per
purchase at a max of 500 buyers, for a total of 500 million SNOWGE. SnowgeCoin’s
special tokenomics will be disabled for the presale, so that buyers are able to receive
their full million tokens instead of 92%-98%.
Once the presale has been completed and SNOWGE tokens are distributed, (either by
reaching 500 holders or after 24 hours, whichever comes first), the 475 million
remaining SNOWGE tokens will be automatically added to PancakeSwap with all of the
BNB available as initial liquidity. Developers and team members have no reserved
tokens or liquidity available, as the initial liquidity is locked for 5 years via DxSale and
the remaining 15 million tokens from the developer address have been burned. They
will also not receive any part of the pre-sale proceeds – they will have to participate in
the pre-sale and fair launch of the token if they wish to acquire SnowgeCoin.

Token Contract Address:
0x5e9280d53f28281ce098c8f64e49f5f5dc9ea185
Genesis Transaction Hash:
0x7c52975414a7605899e465ffb948dbae3fc20d72c21c8cf16db30746ef765061
Dev Token Burn Transaction Hash:
0x150395629f6c532de2fe53ca130bac274e1bca0d4f5f72457eca8b9b11f86a45
Solidity Contract Code - GitHub Link:
SnowgeCoinV2.sol

Please visit our website at https://snowgecoin.xyz, follow us on Twitter (@SnowgeCoin), and join our Discord and Telegram groups!

T OKEN D ISTRIBUTION

Pre-Sale Funds

DxSale Platform Fees

Tokens, 475000000

Tokens, 500000000

Dev Tokens - Burned
Before Launch
Initial PancakeSwap
Liquidity (locked for 5
years)
Tokens, 15000000

Tokens, 10000000

Please visit our website at https://snowgecoin.xyz, follow us on Twitter (@SnowgeCoin), and join our Discord and Telegram groups!

